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1. Introduction
In this paper we have described our system for IWSLT2015
machine translation. Focusing primarily on the EnglishVietnamese and Vietnamese-English translation direction.
Our additions for Moses phrase-based SMT and Phrasal
SMT include two language model with monolingual training
set for English and Vietnamese.
We submitted two systems to IWSLT 2015 evaluations for English to Vietnamese Machine Translation
and Vietnamese to English Machine Translation. Our
systems is including sub-systems: 6 based on Phrasal
toolkit [Green et al.2014] and 6 others base Moses toolkit
[Koehn et al.2007b]. The systems conducted with IWSLT
2015 data using with extension language model using monolingual training data.

2. Data and Pre-Processing
We perform to pre-processing data from IWSLT 2015 for
dev, test, train dataset. We convert from formatted xml data
to have parallel data. These data are tokenizer for both Vietnamese and English. With Vietnamese data we use VnTokenizer [Phuong-Le Hong2008]. Filter the corrupt characters
and the larger sentence of length 300. With English data, we
also use tokenizer for segmentation. After that, we conducted
experiment for IWSLT 2015 data.

3. Monolingual Data
We expand the language model using Monolingual Data. For
English-Vietnam translation, we used data with the crawl
from electronic newspaper in Vietnam. We install the tool
library used crawler Jsoup to collect 1GB of data and used
for training. With Vietnamese-English translation, we use
one part of the data WMT2015 collect 1GB of data and used
for training.

4. Brief description of the baseline
Phrase-based SMT
Phrase-based SMT, as described by [Koehn et al.2003]
translates a source sentence into a target sentence by decomposing the source sentence into a sequence of source phrases,
which can be any contiguous sequences of words (or tokens
treated as words) in the source sentence. For each source
phrase, a target phrase translation is selected, and the target
phrases are arranged in some order to produce the target sentence. A set of possible translation candidates created in this
way is scored according to a weighted linear combination of
feature values, and the highest scoring translation candidate
is selected as the translation of the source sentence.
Moses [Koehn et al.2007b] is a statistical machine translation system that allows automatically train translation models for any language pair. When we have a trained model, an
efficient search algorithm quickly finds the highest probability translation among the exponential number of choices.
Beside Moses, nowadays, Phrasal [Green et al.2014] is
also a toolkit for phrase-based SMT. It is a state-of-the-art
statistical phrase-based machine translation system, written
in Java. At its core, it provides much the same functionality
as the core of Moses.

5. Experiment
We present our experiments to translate from English to Vietnamese in a statistical machine translation system. We compare Phrasal and Moses by evaluation with IWSLT 2015
data. We evaluated our approach on English-Vietnamese machine translation tasks, and show that it can significantly outperform the baseline phrase-based SMT system by extended
Language model.
The performances of the statistical machine translation
systems in our experiments are evaluated by the BLEU
scores [Papineni and Zhu2002].
745 sentences in IWSLT15.TED.dev2010 as our dev set
on which we tuned the feature weights, and report results on
the 1046 sentences of the IWSLT15.TED.tst2015 test set.
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Table 1: The Summary statistical of data sets: English-Vietnamese

In order to extract the translation grammar necessary for
our model, we used the provided Europarl and News Commentary parallel training data. The lowercased and tokenized training data was then filtered for length and aligned
using the GIZA++ [Och and Ney2003] implementation of
IBM Model 4 to obtain one-to-many alignments in both directions and symmetrized by combining both into a single
alignment using the grow-diag-final-and method and Berkeley Aligner [DeNero and Klein2007]. We constructed a
4-gram language model using the SRI language modeling
toolkit [Stolcke2002] and KenLM [Heafield2011] from
the provided English monolingual training data and Vietnamese monolingual training data from crawler web data.
Since the beginnings and ends of sentences often display
unique characteristics that are not easily captured within
the context of the model, and have previously been demonstrated to significantly improve performance, we explicitly
annotate beginning and end of sentence markers as part
of our translation process. We used the 745 sentences in
IWSLT15.TED.dev2010 as our dev set on which we tuned
the feature weights, and report results on the 1046 sentences
of the IWSLT15.TED.tst2015 test set. (122131 train.tags +
125531 train + 1GB mono data)

6. Evaluation
We conducted some experiments the following:
• Using the state of art Phrase-based SMT Moses:
– with SMT Moses Decoder [Koehn et al.2007a]
and SRILM. We trained a 4 gram language model
using interpolate and kndiscount smoothing with
1GB Vietnamese monolingual data for EnglishVietnamese translate direction and 1GB English
monolingual data for Vietnamese-English translate direction.

– Before extracting phrase table, we use GIZA++
to build word alignment with grow-diag-finaland algorithm. Besides using pre-processing, we
also used default reordering model in Moses Decoder: using word-based extraction (wbe), splitting type of reordering orientation to three class
(monotone, swap and discontinuous msd), combining backward and forward direction (bidirectional) and modeling base on both source and target language (fe).
• with SMT Phrasal:
– We also trained with 1GB Vietnamese monolingual data for English - Vietnamese translate direction and 1GB English monolingual data for
Vietnamese-English translate direction a 4 gram
language model with 1GB.
– Before extracting phrase table, we
ley aligner to build word alignment
diag-final-and algorithm. Besides
processing, we also used default
model in Phrasal.
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6.1. English-to-Vietnamese Translation
We conducted 6 experiments: 3 base on Phrasal and 3 base
on Moses. Using 4 gram for building language model with
monolingual following:
• Using train.tags.en-vi.vi as monolingual data for building language model.
• Combine train.tags.en-vi.vi and train.vi as monolingual data for buiding language model.
• Combine train.tags.en-vi.vi and train.vi and 1GB
crawler web data from news site in Vietnam as monolingual data for building language model.

7. Conclusions

Figure 1: The experiment our systems for English to Vietnamese translation direction

In this paper, we has described an an empirical study for
English-Vietnamese Statistical Machine Translation. We attempted to tackle the problem of training SMT on parallel
data. The extend of the monolingual training set to build language model for training SMT could lead results be more
stable and better enough. We evaluated our approach on
English-Vietnamese machine translation tasks with Moses
toolkit and Phrasal toolkit (state-of-the-art phrase-based and
hierarchical statistical MT systems). The experiment results
showed that our approach achieved statistically improvements in BLEU scores .
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